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Abstract

During last years, there have been widespread investigations on foreign exchange rate and its problems, indicating the importance of foreign exchange rate as a key factor in an open economy. This rate influences many types of macroeconomic variables such as import, export, inflation, interest rate and governmental policies and economic decisions. Therefore, nowadays, it is a fundamental goal for governments to control the foreign exchange market. In this regard, the main hypothesis of our model is that Iran’s economy is in foreign exchange crisis. And after proposing a new method for modeling of demand for money by using pressure index to foreign exchange market; some suggestions have been brought to control the foreign exchange crisis. Of course, regarding our research results, if central bank policies do not change stocks of foreign exchange, then foreign exchange rate fluctuations would not affect the currency market turbulence index.
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Introduction

In 1936 for the first time, Keynes in his book ‘General theory, employment, interest and money’ stated: if currency in circulation loses its liquidity feature, a large number of substitutes will come into existence for it, such as short-term debts, foreign currency, jewellers, precious metals and bank credit flows called credit money [1].

Of course dollarization of economy has a longer history [2]. Currency substitution will occur when people of a country prefer to substitute foreign currency for local currency [3]. There are several reasons for this phenomenon, which the most significant is continuous depreciation of national currency. On these occasions, local currency weakens or in other words, foreign exchange rate will increase and probably demand for local currency will rise. Obviously foreign exchange rate escalation may result in a decline in demand for local currency, because people prefer to replace local currency with foreign currency, meaning that Gresham principle converse and good money will make bad money quit the market [4].

There is various number of modeling approaches for the investigation of currency substitution, including Ramirez-Rojas and Luís [5], El-Erian [6], Mongardini and Muller [7]. Most of these researchers have mentioned that currency substitution rate is a function of the difference between foreign and domestic interest rate, foreign exchange rate and lagged currency substitution rate variable. Furthermore, Miles [8] have done their research on currency substitution and believe that currency substitution rate depends on logarithm of the ratio of foreign interest rate to domestic interest rate as well as risk. Guidotti and Rodriguez [9] have also allocated their study to currency substitution with portfolio combination when there is capital mobility and introduced two models for currency substitution rate:

- A model in which currency substitution rate is only considered as a function of the difference between foreign and domestic inflation.
- A model that currency substitution rate is regarded as a function of the difference between foreign and domestic inflation and trend variable.

In this study, along with proposing the modeling of economic relations, we aimed to introduce a new algorithm which is completely based on mathematical techniques without any particular presumption whereas other methods, depending on their nature, are accompanied by many presumptions, causing them to encounter serious errors and numerous problems. Considering the fact that our main purpose is on how to alleviate the foreign exchange crisis, after optimization, we have focused on the effects of monetary policy on foreign exchange crisis by entering Chaos index in foreign exchange market.

Therefore, in this paper, currency substitution is analysed by portfolio approach. Following Markowitz approach, portfolio selection has been divided into two stages: First stage incorporates observation and experience and the other begins with beliefs about future performance [10].

With the assumption from Linter viewpoint, the purpose of portfolio selection is to find the optimal risk and expected return combination [11]. In general, portfolio selection approach indicates that economic activists endeavor to select the best set of risk and expected return combination among available assets [12]. In addition, similar to Rojas Suarez [13] and Ortiz [2] studies, to find the optimal combination of local and foreign currency, each economic activist maximizes their utility function with regard to their budget constraint and supposing that economic activists have rational expectations, Individual’s preference function would depend on the difference between local and foreign currency [14] and then by solving the maximization problem, the ratio of local currency to foreign currency saving will be obtained and afterwards, regarding currency market turbulence index introduced by Saxena and Wong [15] we investigate the effect of monetary policy on controlling the foreign exchange crisis. The reason for the application of this index is to have a better performance in determination of foreign exchange crisis rather than that of alarming approach [16,17]. It’s Necessary to mention that many studies have been limited to introduction of a constrained crisis index [18]. Some other studies have surveyed the quick movement of capital entry flow into output during t and t+1 years [19] and also another
study with KLR approach has been done by Kaminsky, Lizondo in this area of research.

**Literature Review**

Sturzenegger [20] has introduced a substitution model for currency in which economic activists strike their deals with both local and foreign currency. In an economy where individuals are allowed to use other payment instruments, welfare will improve. Using Ramsey tax rules, the author observed that currency substitution will transfer the inflationary burden to demand for inelastic goods. Then he has shown that inflation has strong distributive effects. When currency substitution prevails, those high-income economic activists will benefit and those low-income ones will suffer a loss.

Miles in his paper "Currency substitution, flexible foreign exchange rates and money independence" went through the subject of foreign currency holding and transaction costs of buying foreign commodities. In his opinion, keeping foreign currency will decrease the transaction cost of foreign buys and the disparity between rates of inflation in different countries determines the currency substitution rate [21]. However, Bordo and Choudri in their research criticize Miles’s view and believe his function specification to be wrong.

Girton and Roper [22] in their paper "Theory and the consequences of currency substitution" present a model with two functions for money demand and external supply for money as well as a non-monetary asset. In their model, demand for both foreign and local currency is a function of real rate of return for both currencies, real non-monetary rate of return and wealth scale variables.

Tanzi and Blejer [23] in their paper called "Inflation, interest rate policy, currency substitution in developing countries" investigate interest rate policies and currency substitution. It is totally assumed that demand for money, in addition to scale variables such as wealth and income depends on rate of return for money savings in proportion to other assets. It is expected that higher rate of return for other assets including foreign currency, reduces the demand for local currency. Hence foreign currency of the main trade parties would be probably a substantial part of domestic portfolio.

Daniel and Fried, the authors of "Currency substitution, post strikes and money demand in Canada" have carried out a research on the replacement of foreign currency instead of local currency and in their point of view, if the effect of post strikes on demand for money is overlooked then in the strike period the estimate of demand for money will be lower than its true value. Their results have confirmed the existence of substitution of foreign currency for local currency (through negative coefficient of foreign interest rate) and the effect of post strikes on demand for money.

Thomas [24] in a paper with the title of ‘Asset theory and currency substitution’ presume that in money demand side, economic activists have enough motivation to hold both foreign and local currencies and therefore foreign interest rate, foreign inflation rate, expected changes of foreign exchange rate are influential in demand for money. He concluded that these currencies can just be replaced with each other when cross elasticity between demands for local (foreign) currency to foreign (domestic) interest rate is negative.

Melvin [25] in a paper called ‘Currency substitution and western European countries’ monetary alliance’ with an asset portfolio approach has considered the currency substitution in some western European countries. Its final conclusion is that in a floating foreign exchange rate system, it is inevitable for European countries to accept monetary alliance in order to achieve monetary independency.

Guidotti and Rodriguez [9] in their paper ”Dollarization in Latin America, Is Gresham principle converse?” reached the conclusion that dollarization of the economy may be an unstable time series, while the difference between foreign and domestic inflation appears to be stationary. In other words, dollar level shocks of economy have a permanent effect as against to shocks related to the difference between foreign and domestic inflation rate by a transient effect.

Instead of applying direct method of measuring currency substitution rate, Miles [21] has suggested another method for currency substitution test. Miles method has been based on this assumption that real remaining parts of local and foreign currencies are data for production function and the output is the flow of monetary service. He assumed that production function is CES, homogeneous of degree one and foreign exchange market is determined by foreign exchange transactions with perfect interest. Miles maximizes the flow of monetary service with regard to asset constraint and supposes the currency substitution rate is just a function of the logarithm of the ratio of foreign interest rate to domestic interest rate.

Using a data series in a period of 1867 to 1965, Spinell [26] has analyzed the demand for money in Italy and states that money demand function in Italy is a stable function of two key variables: permanent income and interest rate. He has concluded that in long-term, under a firm foreign exchange rate system, price levels are determined externally and just domestic monetary policy can affect the payment balance. While under a floating foreign exchange rate system, foreign exchange market will be adjusted and price levels and the amount of money would be under Italian bank control and monetary policies would turn out to be powerful.

McKinnon [27] has declared world demand for money to be fairly stable. He believes that currency substitution in international level causes monetary controls to reduce. Most of the money holders are influenced by interest rate changes that is an indirect form of currency substitution and from quantity point of view, it is very important. In countries where the degree of economic openness is increasing, the risk of changes in foreign exchange rate in proportion to dollar will rise. Therefore, there would be the possibility of currency substitution at the expense or to the benefit of national currency.

Vegh [28] has examined inflationary tax in a small open economy in which both foreign and local currencies are looked as current transaction instruments. His conclusion in optimal inflationary literature has been that, if money is regarded as a decreasing tool for transaction costs then nominal interest rate would be zero.

In order to analyze dollarization of Bolivia economy, Melvin and Ladman [29] due to inaccessibility to foreign currency in circulation data in national economy-have left demand side patterns and have just noticed dollarization of economy from supply side. In their opinion, since illegal actions are financed by cash (and in Latin America by dollar), a high amount of dollars in circulation in the economy of countries like Bolivia, Peru and Colombia are earned from illegal addictive drug trafficking. Therefore dollarization of economy in some Latin America countries can be considered in line with addictive drug trafficking in these countries.

**Research Model**

The main hypothesis of our model is that Iran’s economy is in...
foreign exchange crisis. Hence, based on existing rules of rational expectations, economic activists decide to include foreign exchange in their portfolios; therefore, currency substitution will occur and cash is replaced with foreign exchange in people’s portfolio. At this time, when liquid assets enter to foreign exchange market, foreign exchange crisis will intensify. Hence, in order to investigate the effect of monetary policy on foreign exchange rate management, assume economic activists’ utility function is \( U(Z) \) with the following constraint:

\[
U(Z) = E \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} c_t(k_t, k^{\infty}, m_t) \right] + \int_{t=0}^{\infty} r_t \, dt
\]

Where \( c_t \): Real consumption of durable goods, \( k_t \): Real amount of foreign exchange assets, \( k^{\infty} \): Real amount of a portfolio of assets that can be stocked and land and house, \( m_t \): Real amount of long-term deposits, \( m^0 \): Real amount of cash kept by people, \( P_t \): Inflation rate, \( r_t \): Return rate of foreign exchange assets, \( r^{\infty} \): Return rate of a portfolio of assets that can be stocked and land and house, \( \beta \): Discounting coefficient (a coefficient by which the present value of utility gained from good consumption and money saving during the time can be calculated) Lagrange function has been used so as to maximize utility function considering its constraint. According to 1st order condition, following results have been attained:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial L}{\partial m_t} &= E \frac{\partial c_t}{\partial m_t} + \frac{\partial E c_t}{\partial m_t} + \frac{\partial E c_t}{\partial m_t} - E \lambda_t = 0 \\
\frac{\partial L}{\partial k_t} &= E \frac{\partial c_t}{\partial k_t} + \frac{\partial E c_t}{\partial k_t} + \frac{\partial E c_t}{\partial k_t} - E \lambda_t = 0 \\
\frac{\partial L}{\partial r_t} &= E \frac{\partial c_t}{\partial r_t} + \frac{\partial E c_t}{\partial r_t} + \frac{\partial E c_t}{\partial r_t} - E \lambda_t = 0 \\
\frac{\partial L}{\partial \lambda_t} &= E \frac{\partial c_t}{\partial \lambda_t} + \frac{\partial E c_t}{\partial \lambda_t} + \frac{\partial E c_t}{\partial \lambda_t} - E \lambda_t = 0 \\
\frac{\partial L}{\partial \lambda_t} &= E \frac{\partial c_t}{\partial \lambda_t} + \frac{\partial E c_t}{\partial \lambda_t} + \frac{\partial E c_t}{\partial \lambda_t} - E \lambda_t = 0 \\
\frac{\partial L}{\partial \lambda_t} &= E \frac{\partial c_t}{\partial \lambda_t} + \frac{\partial E c_t}{\partial \lambda_t} + \frac{\partial E c_t}{\partial \lambda_t} - E \lambda_t = 0 \\
\end{align*}
\]

Therefore:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial L}{\partial m_t} &= E \beta \lambda_t \\
\frac{\partial L}{\partial k_t} &= E \beta \lambda_t \\
\frac{\partial L}{\partial r_t} &= E \beta \lambda_t \\
\frac{\partial L}{\partial \lambda_t} &= E \beta \lambda_t \\
\end{align*}
\]

If utility function is supposed to be Cobb-Douglas, marginal utilities of consumption and cash holdings would be:

\[
u(c_r, m_r) = \left[ \left( c_r \right)^a \left[ m_r \right]^{1-a} \right] = c_r^a m_r^{1-a}
\]

By replacing them in Lagrange relations, money demand function will be obtained.

\[
\begin{align*}
m^* &= \left( \frac{E \beta \lambda_t}{\frac{\partial L}{\partial \lambda_t}} \right) \\
\end{align*}
\]
fluctuations would not affect the currency market turbulence index. Of course, regarding our research results, if central bank policies to take the control of foreign exchange crisis [40,41]. In other words, avoiding those policies resulting in a higher oscillation levels for foreign exchange to gain the control of foreign exchange market, then stocks of foreign exchange would decrease and subsequently the increase in foreign exchange fluctuations in free market has a positive effect on currency market turbulence index and foreign exchange crisis will be aggravated. Therefore, it is highly recommended that central bank avoid those policies resulting in a higher oscillation levels for foreign exchange rate and instead, implement more stable and gentle policies.

\[ \frac{\partial w_{t+1}}{\partial w_t} = -\frac{\lambda R_{t+1}}{\lambda R_t} \]  

Results and Discussion

Regarding the fact that in Iran’s economy, inflation rate is higher than return on bank deposits (interest rate) in addition to greater marginal propensity of consumption of portfolio asset of other commodities than that of bank deposits, the pressure on currency market turbulence index of foreign exchange market will escalate with an increase in inflation rate, and because of inflexibility in portfolios of Iranian families, foreign exchange market for investment would be desirable [36-39]. A striking result is that during foreign exchange crisis period, if central bank decides to spend stocks of foreign exchange to control foreign exchange market, then stocks of foreign exchange would decrease and subsequently the increase in foreign exchange fluctuations in free market has a positive effect on currency market turbulence index and foreign exchange crisis will be aggravated. Therefore, it is highly recommended that central bank avoid those policies resulting in a higher oscillation levels for foreign exchange rate and instead, implement more stable and gentle policies to take the control of foreign exchange crisis [40,41]. In other words, shock treatment for controlling foreign exchange crisis has a reverse effect. Of course, regarding our research results, if central bank policies do not change stocks of foreign exchange, then foreign exchange rate fluctuations would not affect the currency market turbulence index.
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